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Popular Florida author Sandy Mason has combined his love of sailing 
with the thrill and excitement of an intriguing mystery.
Mason's favorite character is, Johnny Donohue, who escapes from 
corporate America in search of the good life in Florida. Johnny's world is 
punctuated by some interesting characters as he makes his way through 
some very challenging situations.
As Johnny transitions from ‘Hi Tech’ to  the quiet life, he spends a lot of 
time sailing his twenty-eight-foot Catalina and exploring the beauty that 
is west central Florida. As  Johnny’s  new life unfolds ,we find him 
teaming up with his new best-friend, Lonnie Turner’, an ex-cop.  The 
two of them become partners as  they take down on some serious 
criminals in "Havana Moon" 
This story proceeds as Johnny transports us back to the Spanish 
American War in order to solve a murder with deep world implications. 
It is, indeed, the true (well mostly true) story of my grandfather's tour of 
service in that war. 
Next on Johnny’s agenda is  'Silver Voyage’. He is headed back to his 
roots in Westhampton Beach, Long Island, to rescue his former 
sweetheart, who is in imminent danger from crooked global currency 
traders. Romance and criminal activity seem to enter Johnny's laid back 
lifestyle - as there's more than meets the eye in Florida's tranquil waters.
Other Johnny Donohue adventures include fighting for the health of 
Tampa Bay and the Gulf of Mexico in ‘Killer Tide’.
A long -time resident of both Eastern Long Island and Central Florida, 
Sandy is retired from thirty years in the information technology business. 
He lives with his wife Laura on the West Coast of Florida where they 
enjoy sailing their Catalina 250. He holds both a bachelor's and a 
master's degree in mathematics.

Sandy Can Be Reached At: SandyMason2782@aol.com
All of Sandy's books are available from Amazon and most popular Book 
sites.
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